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Abstract
The United States has a complex governmental public health system. Agencies at the federal, state, and local levels all contribute to the protection and promotion of the population’s health. Whether the modern public health system is well situated to deliver essential public health services, however, is an open question. In some part, its readiness relates to how agencies are funded and to what ends. A mix of Federalism, home rule, and happenstance has contributed to a siloed funding system in the United States, whereby health agencies are given particular dollars for particular tasks. Little discretionary funding remains. Furthermore, tracking how much is spent, by whom, and on what is notoriously challenging. This review both outlines the challenges associated with estimating public health spending and explains the known sources of funding that are used to estimate and demonstrate the value of public health spending.
BACKGROUND

Public health measures had significant success in reducing morbidity and mortality throughout the twentieth century (2, 28, 77, 95). However, public health has not received nearly as much recognition or resources as the medical care system during that same period. In 1988, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) published *The Future of Public Health*, a landmark report on public health (51). It inaugurated a substantial new effort to bring public health the attention it needed (39). This report defined the mission of public health in the United States as “assuring conditions in which people can be healthy” (p. 7). It recognized public health as a mechanism by which population health could be improved. Furthermore, the IOM report established that governmental public health at the federal, state, and local levels has three functions: assessment, policy development, and assurance (24). These have been further refined as comprising 10 essential public health services (24).

The Importance of Public Health Spending Estimates

Governmental public health services are an amalgam of federal, state, and local programs and activities, arranged such that they perform the 10 essential public health services to promote health and protect the public from illness. However, many questions arise about the capacity of governmental public health units to succeed in this role. The most enduring issue is the relation of public health and medical care, including the fragmented arrangements between providers and payers for medical care services and attention to illness, as opposed to promoting population health (33–36, 40, 64, 73, 87, 94, 98, 99). Other major considerations in public health include the allocation of resources and challenges associated with accurately estimating levels of total governmental public health spending and parsing out such spending and public health responsibilities at each level of government (13, 21, 26, 38, 45–49, 53, 57, 63, 69, 76, 85, 88, 93, 96). As compared with health care spending in the United States, public health spending is derived almost entirely from governmental sources (89). A complex web of health departments, other governmental agencies, private or quasi-private public health institutes, universities, colleges, and nonprofits all play important roles in the system.

This article reviews governmental public health spending estimates and data sources with an eye toward the differing definitions of what constitutes public health and the consequent implications of such definitions on spending estimates. Each level of governmental public health in the United States—federal, state, and local—has particular sources of expenditure data, as well as peculiarities in each data set. This complex structure and web of funding make it challenging to accurately estimate public health spending nationwide. The goals of this article are to illuminate this complexity using the best available data on funding flows and to highlight promising ways to improve understanding and ultimately performance of the nation’s myriad public health units on the basis of learning more about funding flows. These issues are focal points of the 2012 IOM report on public health finance (50). To understand the nature of the public health system, one may find a brief history of US public health and an overview of the public health system to be helpful.

History of the US Public Health System

The United States has no coherent system for governmental funding of public health (44, 50), which reflects that the various governmental levels of public health developed independently and largely without intergovernmental planning. The Tenth Amendment to the Constitution reserves to states all rights not assigned to the federal government. Thus the protection and promotion of health, not mentioned in the Constitution, belong largely to the states. Nevertheless, the first efforts in the development of a public health system, rather than merely a host of independent
agencies and services, arguably occurred at the federal level (104). In 1798, John Adams signed a law that created the Marine Hospital Service, which was established to serve merchant seamen (104).

Local health department (LHD) creation in the United States preceded the creation of state health departments as port cities established committees that were responsible for the quarantine of ships to prevent the importation of diseases such as cholera and yellow fever (77). LHDs consisted of a concerned group of citizens and may or may not have had a physician as a member. The first US state health department was created in 1869 by the state of Massachusetts, with the Louisiana State Health Department not far behind. The creation of the first state health department and the effort that led to its creation were primarily the work of a Boston statistician, Lemuel Shattuck. Shattuck was concerned by the lack of vital statistics to help guide sanitary efforts, which led to legislation in 1842 to require better registration of vital statistics. Shattuck’s sanitary survey in 1850 led to the creation of the Massachusetts Department of Public Health. To this day, surveillance is largely a state-driven responsibility.

The federal relationship to both state and local health departments was, until the middle of the twentieth century, cursory at best. After the transition of the Marine Hospital System to the US Public Health Service (USPHS) by 1912, the USPHS assumed the quarantine function that many port communities had entrusted to their LHDs. In the early 1900s, the USPHS began loaning personnel to state and local governments for specific disease control activities. The major event that created a funding relationship among the federal, state, and local levels of government was the passage of the Social Security Act in 1935. Titles V and VI of that act provided federal funding to state health departments to use for maternal and child health (MCH) services. However, to obtain the funding, state health departments were required to have a series of local organizations to accomplish these MCH tasks and to submit a plan for the utilization of these funds. Since that time, there has been a continuing stream of federal funding tied to a specific disease or health problem; this practice is known as categorical funding or siloed funding. These categorical funds typically flow from the federal government through the state health department, where they are then dispersed to LHDs for implementation.

Efforts have been made to convert categorical grants to more flexible block grants that have a specific allocation without an established specific disease target. Such a conversion ostensibly allows local discretion in the expenditure of appropriations. Yet, such flexibility has typically been accompanied by cuts in the total amount of funding, theoretically reflecting a decreased administrative cost for use of these monies (10, 60). Moreover, these block grant efforts have been eroded as special interest groups have worked to protect traditional, protected categorical grant or related funding arrangements to assure continued resources and attention to their specific disease or cause of interest (27, 51). Additionally, block grants are sometimes repurposed or raided for unrelated programs. For example, the Obama administration’s redirection of $6.25 billion in funds in 2012 from the Affordable Care Act (ACA)-created Prevention and Public Health Fund offset a scheduled cut in Medicare’s payments to physicians, in addition to billions in other cuts due to Congressional mandates and the sequester (1, 43).

Modern Structure of Funding

Today’s public health system still reflects its origins, as local public health departments remain financially supported by cities, counties, and other local governments. The structure of the public health system in a jurisdiction is determined by how state and local health departments are empowered within a state. In so-called centralized states, state health agencies (SHAs) operate LHDs as local offices or branches of the SHA. In decentralized states (as well as in mixed and shared states), LHDs retain more authority and responsibility for the delivery of public health services
Local departments are typically partially funded through local property taxes or through a dedicated public health revenue stream from local government. Although it is a substantial source of revenue for LHDs of any governance type, local government support of public health agencies is typically modest—about 3% of total local taxes, on average (72, 85). State legislatures also fund local public health, typically through grants and contracts administered by the state health agency, general state fund support, and other dedicated revenue. The federal government also supports a few very large local governments (e.g., New York City, Chicago) directly with some grants; however, federal dollars more typically flow to state health departments where they are then disbursed as a pass-through to local agencies (50).

An additional concern is that health departments vary in their service provision and funding implications from such service provision. This concern is particularly relevant for health departments that provide direct clinical services, as opposed to those departments focused on population-based services (15, 20, 31, 42, 55, 86, 106). Given ongoing health care reforms, demand for direct patient services from LHDs is uncertain in many jurisdictions as patients who gain access to the traditional medical care system will likely have less demand for primary care and clinical preventive services from their LHDs (59, 106).

SHAs receive funds primarily from two sources, their state’s legislature and the federal government. The latter, on average, is now the largest funder of public health within a state (5). However, other funders, such as foundations and even for-profit institutions, have more recently begun to constitute a larger portion of state public health revenue (5, 61). Additionally, states and local agencies typically collect some user fees and fines, for example for vital health records or environmental permits and inspections, which in turn support many of their services. However, depending on the state or local jurisdiction, substantial portions of these fee-for-service revenues may be allocated to the health department or could be returned to the state or local general fund for either allocation back to public health or to other purposes unrelated to public health (61).

As discussed in the seminal 2012 IOM report on public health finance, the funding structure of public health remains largely a series of silos (50). Federal agencies fund grants or contracts for particular categorical diseases or programs, as described above. In some respects, this practice decreases public health practitioners’ ability to respond to local needs and priorities. However, these categorical dollars are most often necessary to offset continued budget cuts at the state and local levels and to assure provision of services or programs. In addition, the categorical funds frequently do not cover the entire program cost and require augmentation with state or local funds. States and even local governments are increasingly funding health departments in such a categorical fashion, designating resources for particular program codes or silos (97), which leaves relatively little discretion in state and local health agency budgets to cover overall infrastructure (e.g., workforce training, technology) or other unfunded or unanticipated needs (e.g., ongoing prevention efforts or disease outbreaks) (10, 61, 75). National efforts, discussed at length below, are attempting to create more precise cost estimates of what is needed for infrastructure-support programs, sometimes referred to as capacity development or foundational capabilities (81).

**PUBLIC HEALTH SPENDING ESTIMATES**

Public health spending estimates exist separately at the federal, state, and local levels. Whereas federal estimates are relatively standardized and centralized, functionally coming from one core source of financial data (i.e., the US budget and chart of accounts), state and local financial data sets can be disparate. This reflects the many and varied ways that state and local governments create budgets, general ledgers, and charts of accounts. Efforts are under way to create integrated estimates across all levels of government to get a better sense of public health system spending holistically.
Federal Estimates

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) is responsible for much of the federal government’s population health improvement and protection activities, although they have a relatively small budget ($10 billion in 2013) (22). Other federal agencies responsible for performing some—or many—public health functions include other agencies within the US Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), such as the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), and the National Institutes of Health (NIH). However, many public health programs exist in federal agencies other than the DHHS; the Food and Nutrition Services (FNS) under the Department of Agriculture (USDA) and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) are examples. Still others exist for related programs, such as the Veterans Affairs health system, the military health system, branches of the uniformed services (namely the US Public Health Service), and federal correctional health.

As Figure 1 shows, the inclusion or exclusion of certain agencies and activities can change the estimate of federal investment by more than an order of magnitude (103). In the upper-left quadrant of Figure 1, federal outlays for the CDC and the HRSA are shown for more than 50 years of spending, inflation adjusted to 2013 dollars. In total, in the past several years, the Office of Management and Budget data show less than $25 billion is spent per year between the two agencies. Arguably, much of the HRSA’s (and some of the CDC’s) spending might fall outside of “public health” spending into areas of personal health care or related services, which means that, under the assumption that the HRSA and the CDC are the only federal agencies included, the federal investment in public health may be even less. However, when other federal agencies, such as the EPA and the FDA, are included as public health service providers (upper-right quadrant of Figure 1), the scale of potential federal public health investment doubles. To the extent that activities within the NIH or the USDA [which includes the Women and Infants Nutrition Program (WIC) and other nutrition programs] are included in the public health umbrella, the scale of potential federal investment in “public health” increases by an order of magnitude. Finally, to the extent that any activities within the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) are included (the whole of whose federal outlays are added in the lower-right quadrant of Figure 1), the scale of federal public health investment becomes unrecognizable (103). Thus, how public health is defined and characterized has major implications for estimating public health expenditures and ultimately for determining the value of such spending.

Current federal estimates. Several federal websites track federal spending. These include the Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance (CFDA) (102), the HHS-specific Tracking Accountability in Government Grants System (TAGGS) (https://taggs.hhs.gov/), and Data.gov (https://www.data.gov/). Other potential sources of federal expenditure data include the Office of Management and Budget (103) and Congressional reports and legislation. Historical records exist in the now-defunct Consolidated Federal Funds Report (101). Additionally, both the CDC and the HRSA offer grant funding profiles for recent years (23; https://datawarehouse.hrsa.gov/).

Challenges with federal spending estimates. Many agencies—the CDC included—do not publish the final location and disposition of subawards. For example, the CDC may award a large grant to a state health agency, and the state agency may then pass down some portion of the CDC funds to local agencies. These pass-through amounts are not systematically tracked or made publicly available. This lack of reporting is further complicated by the fact that the CDC sometimes directly awards grants to large municipal health departments (e.g., New York
Federal outlays for select government agencies, 1963–2013, (a) including CDC and HRSA; (b) adding AHRQ, EPA, FDA, SAMHSA; (c) adding FNS and NIH; and (d) adding CMS. Inflation adjusted to 2013 dollars. Data from OMB (74). Abbreviations: AHRQ, Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality; CDC, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; CMS, Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services; EPA, Environmental Protection Agency; FDA, Food and Drug Administration; FNS, Food and Nutrition Service; HRSA, Health Resources and Service Administration; NIH, National Institutes of Health; SAMHSA, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration.

City or Chicago) that may also receive additional CDC funding via pass-through funds from the state health agency (50). These diverse funding pathways make it difficult, if not impossible, to directly and comprehensively trace federal investments to state and local public health agencies (57).

Unlike state or local spending, differing agencies within the federal government generally use similar definitions and spending categorizations (typically based on the CFDA). However, a major challenge rests in whether the databases reflect spending under the agency’s authority versus both agency spending and other federal sources of funds (e.g., the Prevention and Public Health Fund).
This lack of clarity is further complicated by data sets that may include or exclude mandatory and/or discretionary spending and whether such budgetary details are explicitly identified to the data user (49).

State Spending Estimates

Spending estimates from SHAs go back to the early 1970s. Financial data were collected from state health departments by the Association of State and Territorial Health Officials (ASTHO) and the Public Health Foundation until 1992 with support of the federal government (9). Between 1992 and 2007, such spending data were not systematically collected from SHAs because federal support for tracking this spending had ended. More current estimates for SHA spending come from the ASTHO Profiles, which are large-scale organizational surveys self-reported by the SHAs approximately triennially since 2007. In successive waves of the Profile, the SHA expenditure reports have become more robust and standardized (5).

Another significant, though underutilized, source of SHA-level spending on community health care and public health comes from the US Census Bureau’s division of state finance. Whereas all the ASTHO data capture spending solely by SHAs, the Census Bureau captures spending on health activities across all state governmental entities (e.g., environment, human services, agriculture) (10). A small number of Census functional codes relate directly to health spending, especially vendor payments for medical care (function 74), public hospital (function 36), protective inspections and licensing (function 66), and all other nonhospital health spending (function 32). Census function 32 includes spending by all state agencies for public health activities (Figure 2) (10). However, these function 32 data also include substantial amounts of behavioral health care, disability-related clinical care, and community health care/outpatient care spending (57, 84, 88).

Trust for America’s Health (TFAH), a public health advocacy organization, publishes an additional, major source of state-level spending estimates (97). TFAH’s estimates are published roughly annually in their Investing in America’s Health reports, which are based on legislative and federal data gathered and processed by TFAH (97). The major distinction in TFAH’s approach is its parsing total expenditures by sources of revenue—e.g., state legislative/general fund support
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**Figure 2**

versus federal expenditures. From an advocacy perspective, this approach allows separate messaging within a state about how much the state is directly supporting public health. It also shows state and local policy makers just how much support is coming from the federal government. To maximize comparability, TFAH excludes from their state-based estimates any behavioral health care services, federally supported programs, and state-specific programs (97). The TFAH approach, like that of ASTHO or the Census, has noteworthy challenges and limitations.

**Challenges with state spending estimates.** Estimates from the Census and SHAs (by way of ASTHO) are difficult to reconcile, as different characterizations of public health are used among the different organizations. Whereas ASTHO collects data on SHAs alone, the Census collects data on all state agencies performing public health activities (57, 88). Moreover, the fact that the Census collects data on all health activities (including, separately, Medicaid and public hospital spending) means the scope and scale of spending are quite different between the two estimates. This discrepancy has widened over time (Figure 2), suggesting that an increased proportion of state-level nonhospital health spending is going toward personal health care activities—likely especially toward behavioral health care and outpatient community health care (84).

**Local Estimates**

**Local health department estimates from NACCHO.** A significant portion of the public health enterprise takes place at the local level, as locals deliver most public health services. The National Association of County and City Health Officials (NACCHO) estimates that there are approximately 2,800 LHDs in the United States (56). These range dramatically in size and complexity: Approximately 61% of LHDs serve jurisdictions with populations under 50,000, 33% serve populations between 50,000 and 500,000, and 6% serve populations of 500,000 or more. However, that 6% equates to about 51% of the nation’s population (42, 58). The variety in LHD size and activities/services provided has complicated efforts to create spending estimates of LHDs for decades (7, 21, 30, 37, 47, 53, 88). Since the late 1980s, NACCHO’s Profile of LHDs has captured basic financial information—namely, revenues and expenditures—self-reported by the nation’s LHDs. In more recent iterations of the survey, specific sources of revenue have been parsed, which has allowed for a number of studies examining trends in revenue generation for LHDs but has also highlighted data quality issues (49). These NACCHO Profiles have presented substantial variation in per capita spending, resulting from a combination of differences in the types of activities/services provided (especially clinical versus population based) as well as differences in the level of support received from state and local governmental revenue. While city and county funds continue to prove critical to the support of LHDs, state funds have decreased in recent years; this decrease, however, has been somewhat offset by greater federal revenues (in direct funds and/or as state passed-through revenues or in the use of local funding increases) (10, 30, 90, 105).

**Specialty estimates of LHD spending.** Beyond the NACCHO Profile, many scholars have constructed spending data sets for LHDs across the United States. These include, notably, the Public Health Activities and Services Tracking (PHAST) study, Bernet’s database of Florida LHD spending since 2000, the Public Health Uniform National Data System (PHUNDS; http://phunds.naccho.org/), and Brown’s database of California LHD spending (11, 14, 18, 83). Brown has published numerous seminal studies using these data to examine the value of local public health spending, whereas Mays has used NACCHO data to examine similar issues (18, 70, 93). These data sets continue to demonstrate substantial variety in local public health
Figure 3

Per capita expenditures at local health departments (LHDs) and on nonhospital health services, 1993–2013. Inflation adjusted to 2013 dollars. LHD includes spending from local health department. County area includes all nonhospital health spending (function 32). Data from National Association of County and City Health Officials (NACCHO) profile estimates and census’ county area estimates.

spending across the United States, driven largely by the extent of LHD public health activity (high/medium/low capacity), as well as by the level of clinical services provided by the LHD.

Census estimates of local government spending on health. As at the state level, the US Census Bureau collects financial data from the nation’s 87,000 local governments on a regular basis. A full local government census is conducted every five years, and state-based estimates of local spending are created from a sample of local governments annually. Similar to the state-level Census data, three major health-related activities are captured in the local Census data: reimbursements to vendors for medical services, public hospital spending, and all other nonhospital health spending (function 32) (100).

County area estimates are created by aggregating expenditures from all local governments within a county area and deducting governmental transfers. McCullough & Leider (71) have recently shown that annual county-level estimates may be constructed by interpolating missing data for each government within a county area. Larger governments are sampled more frequently than smaller ones; most report yearly. As such, the approach may be reliable over time and is shown in Figure 3 (71).

Territories or tribal nation public health spending estimates. Little public health spending information is available for territories or for tribal nations, who are generally externally funded by the federal government. As such, estimates are complicated by a structural issue: Both territories and tribal nations tend not to have distinct public health operations, instead integrating population-oriented services with clinical or other direct health care services (5, 54).

National Estimates

The CMS annually publish their National Health Expenditure Accounts (NHEA), which serve as the nation’s official estimates for health and health care spending, as well as a single aggregate national estimate of state and local spending on public health—the Public Health Activity estimate (PHAE) (25, 41). Data on nonhospital health spending (function 32) are critical for the national estimates of public health spending because they are the bases for the PHAE. The PHAE represents the nation’s official estimate of how much federal, state, and local spending goes toward governmental public health. However, as described in more detail in the Supplemental Material,
the CMS’s approach to calculating the PHAE has been called into question by scholars, including the authors of this review, whose findings indicate that the PHAE is likely an overestimation (57, 62, 84). A recent study suggested that only 36% of the Census function 32 spending at the state level in the United States went toward traditional public health activities (84). The CMS use the whole of the Census function 32 estimate in their construction of the PHAE despite that Census function 32 and CMS PHAE capture different types of health spending—i.e., the definitions are nonequivalent. Thus, the PHAE may be much larger than reality. Indeed, if critics are correct, actual spending on governmental public health may be less than half of official estimates from CMS over the past several decades (62, 84).

Additionally, scholars have noted that the PHAE likely underestimates federal investment in state and local public health (57, 84) as a proportion of the total PHAE. In creating the PHAE, CMS deduct some federal spending to eliminate the double counting of federal to state/local transfers, as well as expenditures made through the MCH Program and the Crippled Children’s Service Program (which are counted elsewhere in the NHEA). This approach has resulted in CMS estimates showing that federal investment in public health has accounted for only 10–20% of total public health expenditures since the 1980s (41). Evidence suggests that this may be a significant underestimation of federal support for public health, especially given recent reports from state and local health department membership organizations showing that federal funds represent approximately one-half and one-quarter of total revenue for SHAs and LHDs, respectively (3–6, 8, 53, 57, 61, 63, 65–68, 78, 82, 92, 97). In short, many dollars that the PHAE currently ties to as state or local spending are federal in origin.

DISCUSSION

As the nation continues to grapple with poor health outcomes and rising health costs, it is increasingly critical to address the public health spending estimate challenges outlined above. For the nation to achieve part of the “triple aim” (15), improving population health, we must know how much we are spending on public health, for which activities, and to what end. The problems and issues in funding public health services prompted the National Academy of Medicine (formerly the IOM) to issue a report from its Committee on Public Health Strategies to Improve Health entitled For the Public’s Health: Investing in a Healthier Future (50). This report pointed to two major concerns with our current mechanisms for funding public health (50, p. 51):

- “Compartmentalized inflexible funding, often competitive, which leaves many health departments without financing for key priorities or for needed cross-cutting capabilities (such as information systems and policy analysis).”
- “Uncoordinated, usually discretionary funding from different levels of government with different rules for use. From a public health financing standpoint, there is no overall point of accountability and no agreement on or definition of a minimum package of services that all funders commit to ensuring in each state and locality.”

On the basis of this work, the National Academy of Medicine proposed the establishment of a minimum package of public health services to be provided to every jurisdiction in the United States. This idea has since evolved into the Foundational Public Health Services (FPHS) model (81). It consists of Foundational Areas and Foundational Capabilities. The Foundational Areas look somewhat like historical categorical spending areas: MCH, chronic disease, injury, communicable disease, etc. The Foundational Capabilities are programs and services across the whole of the agency that support the Foundational Areas. These, according to the IOM committee, represent the trunk of the public health tree, whereas the branches constitute the Foundational Areas.
Unfortunately, the Foundational Capabilities are rarely considered in funding provided by either federal or state governments to LHDs (50). However, for health departments to carry out basic core public health programs, the Foundational Capabilities are the necessary base. The IOM further suggested that a set amount of funds be provided per capita in any categorial program, similar to grant indirect costs, to cover these infrastructure items. They also suggest that the CDC take the lead on this effort to provide financial support for the infrastructure necessary to provide basic public health services. It is interesting to observe that in some ways such recommendations mirror Haven Emerson’s recommendations from the 1940s for the Basic Six public health services that all health departments provide (29).

The FPHS provides a framework to characterize public health services and capabilities to be offered to every community, as well as additional programs and activities tailored to address needs specific to individual communities. A uniform chart of accounts crosswalk with the FPHS was developed by Ross et al. and Bekemeier et al. to allow for comparable cost estimates and aggregation of spending for this minimum package of services in communities across the nation (12, 32, 47). Efforts should be expended to examine the per capita cost of these basic public health services and to assure that the funding is available to provide those services. This aim is, unfortunately, currently impossible given the complex, uncoordinated, and widely varying funding provided to public health by state, local, and federal governments. We have no simple straightforward mechanism to bring together all the funding streams to create an unduplicated set of financial data to be able to make reasonable estimates of the resources available to a LHD to provide this infrastructure and carry out these basic programs (63).

It is incumbent on a major federal organization, most likely the CDC, to support the development of a data system that can capture a unified set of accounts to ascertain the amount of funding available to state and local public health jurisdictions so as to assure that their populations receive basic public health services. Relatedly, a voluntary accreditation of state, tribal, and LHDs—the Public Health Accreditation Board (PHAB)—was initiated to advance the quality and performance of the public health system. The FPHS and accreditation standards and measures were deemed critical elements of effective public health practice (79). As such, in 2016, an alignment of FPHS and accreditation standards and measures was developed by PHAB to foster best practices, innovation, and quality improvement in state and LHDs across the United States (79–81).

In addition, community health problems likely vary alongside community assets; the Affordable Care Act now requires that nonprofit hospitals undertake a community health needs assessment and develop a plan to address health problems identified by that assessment, in consultation with public health expertise. Both of these strategies suggest that local communities will likely identify and focus on different problems, depending on the community. The capacity to assure funding to address these locally identified concerns and prioritize health problems requires flexibility in funding.

CONCLUSION: RECONCILING FUNDING WITH MISSION

The mission of public health in the United States is to assure “conditions in which people can be healthy” (51). Yet, adequately fulfilling this mission requires a nimble and flexible, high-quality public health system that has adequate capacity and resources not only to respond to public health threats, but also to provide sustained public health protection that includes the ongoing assessment of community health and coordination with the health care system to prevent and/or address identified public health problems and threats. These aims cannot be achieved without an understanding and accounting of what we are spending on public health and to what end. Moreover, particularly during times of austerity, public health must better understand and demonstrate the
value of the services it provides and activities it conducts. The *Guide to Community Preventive Services* offers practitioners evidence-based programs, often with cost-benefit assessments (16). Cochrane similarly considers costs and benefits in its systematic reviews of public health–related interventions (91). The IOM has offered a framework for assessing the value of community interventions (52). What continues to be lacking, however, are compelling systems-level approaches to estimating the cost benefit for public health agencies and impacts in their communities. A handful of scholars have published in this arena (13, 17–19, 70, 93), but significantly more work must be done to enable agencies to defend their actual budgets and activities, as well as propose initiatives to address identified needs to policy makers from a cost–benefit perspective.

The first steps to improve understanding, accounting, and evaluation of public health spending are threefold:

1. Raise an awareness among the field, policy makers, and stakeholders of the complexity and piecemeal nature of current public health funding mechanisms and the resulting consequences;
2. Develop and disseminate tools, such as a uniform chart of accounts and its crosswalk, to foster improved tracking of public health spending; and
3. Advance research to improve public health spending estimates and evaluating the effectiveness of such spending.

Funding in public health is complicated. Its sources of revenue are fractured and fragmented. The tools for tracking spending are largely proprietary, dated, or underutilized. Official national estimates likely vastly overstate how much money is being spent on governmental public health in the United States (62). More must be done to accurately capture how much money is spent; only then can the true value of public health spending be ascertained.
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